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have the insertion of the additional detail of the regnal year. Then on many of the coins of Jahangir and Shah Jahan, and on some rupees of Murad Bakhsh, there are not only the il&Jw date and the Persian month, but also the Hijri year, Aurangzeb dropped the1 Ilahi Era, and with him and all the succeeding emperors it was customary to have the Hijri date on the obverse, and the regnal date on the reverse side of the coinage.
The mints from which the coins of the Mughal Emperors issued, are treated in detail in the Mint Notes which follow these introductory remarks. They naturally constitute one of the chief interests of this remarkable coinage, and if we were totally bereft of all written histories on this period, it would be possible to trace the rise, decline,. and fall of the Empire, to reconstruct with accuracy its ^^p-r^'cr..!. extent under each reign, and to estimate with certainty the length of occupation of each town, from the coins alone.
The Indian mints of Babur are only seven in number, the best known of them being Agra, Labor, Jaunpur, Lakhnau, and Tatta. Hun:flyuu has nine mints, and then by the extensive conquests of Akbar the number rises to seventy-two. In the reign of Aumngx^b the Mughal dominions attained their greatest extent, and the mints of this emperor reach a total of sixty-eight. This is less than the number of Akbar's mints, but those of Aurangzeb are more widely distributed. Then began the decay of the Empire, which is reflected in the gradual diminution of the number of the Southern Indian mints. By the reign, of 'Alamglr II the total number of mints has dwindled to fifty-one, but it increases to eighty-one under Shah} 'Alain II. This is explained by the fact that a very large number oi; * the coins of Shah 'Alain II merely express the nominal allegiance of independent States and of European Companies. Also several small towns in the vicinity of the capital appear for the first time in the Mughal Mint List. I may instance Hathras, Bindraban, Chhachraull, Nahan, Fanlpat, Najafga/rh, and Damla. The figures given above are taken from my paper 'The Mint Towns of the Mughal Emperors', Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, December, 1912. They will be modified as the work of discovery and research proceeds. The total number of mints known at present is two hundred, and of these one hundred and thirty-four are represented in the Lahore Museum. Without further remark I will proceed to treat the coins from the point of view of the mints at .which they were struck. The issues are described mint by mint in separate Notes. The statements in the Notes are perfectly general in character, and in every case in which the remarks apply to coins in this Museum only, I have stated the fact*

